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New Members

It’s Finally Here!!!

Get There First
Round In
Ben Bagust and Robbie Gifford
got their first ever competition
rounds in last weekend. While
a stroke competition wasn’t the
best time to play their first
round both said they really
enjoyed it with Ben managing
77 nett and Robbie 74 nett.
Although there were a few
donations of golf balls to the
water on the way round
unfortunately!

Under Armour is finally in the shop! Under
Armour set the standard for quality golf
apparel around the world, their shirts and
pants are leading the pack in sales so why not
come down and try some on!

What’s The Right Ball
For You?
What’s Coming
Up

Handiskins Update

The Scramble

11th August – Men’s Stableford,
Women’s Stableford Challenge

“The Scramble” as its now
known (was the Holden
Scramble) has been
postponed to potentially next
February with a new
structure and sponsor
hopefully not far away. Full
story at

Come in today and have a discussion with
Jason or Bailey about what the right ball is
for you especially with Titleist finalising
their new line of golf balls and whole
market of balls.

12th August – Leeton Open
18th August – Men’s 4BBB
Stableford, Women’s
Stableford Challenge Final
Round
25th August – Men’s
Stableford, Women’s
Stableford
Handiskins Rd 4!

Rod Emerson has opened up a solid lead
after round 3 of the Handiskins. With scores
of 42, 34, 42 he leads the pack by 10 on 119
points. John Martin consistent as always is
in second place then followed by Paul
Morris on 106 and Steve Hottes rounds out
the top 4 on 103. John Kellahan and Matt
Arnold are in striking range!

Tip of the Day

6th September-

Golf Travels with the
Trainee
Bailey recently returned from the
Windsor Trainee Match with his first pay
check of this FY of $3.53 as he came in
tied 13th out of 52. Three late bogeys cost
him some serious $$$ but still his +3 was
solid given the conditions.

With resent attendance at Golf Performance Putt Lab Sydney a
statistic from the PGA Tour must be highlighted. The average
height on the Tour is 6ft 1” but the average putter length is
only 33” yet most club golfers have a standard 35” putter…
There is one main thing to think about at set up
when putting and that’s the positioning of
your elbows, if they are badly bent you
will struggle with putting consistency.
A model set up is shown to the right and
that’s how you should be trying to set up
over the ball with your elbows in a pretty
straight position to help maintain
consistency and create a nice isosceles triangle
between your 2 elbows and the bottom of
the putter grip.

